Online Services

Human Capital

In today’s connected business world,
staying competitive means making
decisions fast.

In today’s globally integrated, tightly
regulated and increasingly competitive capital market, one critical success factor stands out above all others: people.
Your people provide a major opportunity for competitive advantage and
often represent one of your more
significant investments. However,
few employers are equipped to look
at their total human capital picture
from multiple perspectives. Our
approach is designed to help you
make the most of your human capital investment and better align your
human resources (HR) plans, programs, and systems with your overall
global business strategy.

Making the right decisions depends
on accessing the right knowledge
and people at the right time. H.P.
Fitzenstern Online gives you a single, continuous connection to H.P.
Fitzenstern available anywhere you
have access to the Internet.
See for Yourself. Go to
www.hpfitzco.com today and experience H.P. Fitzenstern Online for
yourself. There on the Login Page
you can read about the site offerings
in more detail.

Legal Services
Legal services are offered by law
practices affiliated or allied with H.P.
Fitzenstern around the world, which
together comprise nearly 2,900 lawyers in nearly seventy countries.
These practices are independent of
one another and do not jointly practice law, but cooperate with H.P.
Fitzenstern offices worldwide to provide clients with multidisciplinary
services on a global basis.
These law firms offer services that
span the business law spectrum,
including Competition, Bankruptcy
and Insolvency, Commercial
and Trade, Corporate/Mergers
& Acquisitions, Environmental,
Intellectual Property and Real Estate.

Assurance Services

H. P. Fitzenstern Co.

To grow and create value your company must have the trust of its customers, lenders and investors.

Building
Relationships of
Excellence for
25 Years

The fairness of your financial information and the reliability and security of your technology are critical
components in garnering this trust
and gaining access to global capital
markets. Whether you are managing
issues associated with globalization,
addressing technology vulnerabilities
in the connected economy, or looking to assure the fairness of your
financial information…
H.P. Fitzenstern can help.

H. P. Fitzenstern Co.
Building Relationships of Excellence for
25 Years

Forsyth Tower
2350 Forsyth Blvd.
Clayton, MO 63117

Helping to improve
effectiveness and
achieve objectives
Helping clients to deal with the
rigors of modern business means
showing them ways to improve
their operating effectiveness and
achieve their economic objectives—no matter where in the
world their businesses take them.

